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Past Photo

    Me and my wife visited in Korea last year and we spent 
time with my parents many times. We got many unforgettable 
memories including wedding reception and trip to many places 
especially Busan. I’ve always interested in taking picture. 



PORTRAIT It is really fun for me taking picture of others because we all look different. I love taking picture of dif-
ferent angle and face expression. It was really good opportunities for me taking many different mod-
els. 



Close up

I found the brightest place of the room and put acces-
sory and took shot. I replaced lens to micro lens. When I 
found a right focus, I changed to manual mode and took 
a shot. It was one of the favorite activities this semester. 



Bannack



This was really fun activity. I set up timer for 10 seconds with slow shutter 
speed. When I press camera button, my model stayed spot for 5 seconds 
and move to out of camera. This is the way how I took ghost pictures. 



DEPTH Process: I went to the Rexburg temple to take some picture. I choose sunny day because my last assignment picture 
was dark. For deep picture, I used f/22 because this makes everything very clear. For shallow picture, I used zoom with 
f/5.6(This was the lowest number I got) with low ISO. This assignment was a lot of fun and I am very satisfied with result 
because my photo quality looks better than previous one.



Motion 

I chose home because I wanted to prove that we can get a good picture even inside of the house. I really enjoyed work-
ing with camera. Focal Length: 18mm F-stop: f/16 Shutter speed: 2.5sec , Camera: Canon EOS REBEL T3i



JAKE OH 
I am Jake Oh. I am a Web Design major student from Brigham Young University 
Idaho. I’ve interested using cameras since I was young. My interest in photography 
has went up over the years. I am so glad that I was able to learn how to use cam-
era through this semester. My favorite types of photography is Portrait and Macro.                                                                                                                                 
- Jake Oh - 




